Machine learning: Asking the right questions
Machine learning is promising to uncover new insight in the mining industry. One of the challenges to applying a successful machine learning initiative is to have a good understanding of the types of questions machine learning can answer.

**Ask specific questions**

One of the things to think about is how you ask the question. For instance, suitable machine learning questions are precise and will usually look to have a target number or word that describes the outcome.

Examples of good questions are:

- Will the recovery calculation from the mineral process be within the range 80-85%?
- What is the expected recovery going to be for this current shift in the tailings circuit?
- What is the chance that the recovery will be higher than last week’s maximum recovery?
- What is the relationship between my incoming head grade and the expected recovery from the process?
- What is the expected commodity price for copper next month?

Examples of poor questions are:

- Will I get good recovery today?
- What is causing problems today on my site?
- Why am I getting poor recovery today?

**Classification questions**

Can you structure the question only to have a list of possible answers? Typical examples will just have two possible answers and will be a two-class classification question. These could be selective answers (A or B), logical (yes or no) or specific to a particular problem (assigned or not).

Some examples of two-class classification are:

- Will this tyre explode in the next 1000 km?
- Will this component fail in the next three days?
- Is this image taken of ore or waste?

If there are more than two alternative answers, then it could be a multi-class classification.

Some examples include:

- Which component will fail in the next seven days: gearbox, tyres, engine or hydraulics?
- What is the rock type shown in this image?
- Will it rain, snow or be fine tomorrow?

**Anomaly detection**

Maybe your problem is trying to determine if the data is normal or not. This looks like the two-class classification, but is asking if the data is weird or abnormal. Some anomaly detection algorithms can detect for abnormalities in the data even when there are no examples in the available training data set.

Some examples of anomaly detection questions are:

- Is this tyre pressure reading normal?
- Is the combination of readings typical for this scenario?
- Are the power readings normal for this time of year?
- Is this combination of process readings unusual?

**Regression**

If the purpose of the question is to get a number rather than a category or a class, then the question can be a regression question. Regression results will usually be a real number that can sometimes be negative or have lots of decimal points. These results may need to be interpreted to get the outcome required. Some interpretation examples: are rounding to the nearest whole number and assuming that negative numbers indicate a zero result.
Successful machine learning initiative is to have a good understanding of the types of questions machine learning can answer.

Examples of regression questions include:

- What will be the expected temperature tomorrow?
- How much power will be required for my mill today given my current hardness of ore?
- What percentage of these tyres are expected to be still operational at 20,000km?

**Multi-class classification questions as regression**

A regression approach to multi-class classification questions can also be useful. For example, “Which component will fail in the next seven days: engine, gearbox, tyres or hydraulics?” seems to require a classification or a single component that will fail. Taking a regression approach would reformulate the question to, “How likely is each component (engine, gearbox, tyres, hydraulics) to fail in the next seven days?” and would provide a numerical failure score for each component. The result would then be the highest scoring component.

Another example of restructuring a multi-class classification to a regression could be:

- “Which truck in my fleet needs servicing the most?” can be rephrased as, “How urgently does each truck in my fleet need servicing?”

**Two-class classification as regression**

Sometimes it is beneficial to reformulate two-class classification questions as regression questions. The regression version of the questions provides two scores that provide a ‘yes’ score and a ‘no’ score. The highest score can still be interpreted as either ‘yes’ or ‘no’, but can also handle the situation where there is ‘partly yes’ and ‘partly no’. Each of the scores for ‘yes’ and ‘no’ can be partial or complete scores and may provide more information than just a ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

Questions of this type often begin ‘how likely...’ or ‘what fraction...’

- How likely will it rain tomorrow?
- What fraction of components will fail in 3 months?
- What is the likelihood that this picture is of waste material?

**Clustering questions**

Clustering questions look to understand the structure of the data and tries to separate data into natural ‘clumps’ that a human can easily interpret.
Some examples of clustering questions include:

- Which pieces of equipment fail the same way?
- What is the natural way to group different operator behaviors?
- What process conditions cause similar outputs in the process?
- What is a natural way to group these safety incidents?

“What should I do next?” questions

Reinforcement learning algorithms allow a more advanced type of question to be asked. A question that can be linked to an action. What should I do next?

These questions are model-based and are rewarded when they make a ‘good decision’ and are penalized when they make a poor decision.

Examples of questions that are well suited to reinforcement learning include:

- Should the speed of the conveyor increase, decrease or stay the same?
- When should I order more consumables to ensure I minimise my inventory, but still meet my service level agreements?
- In what direction should the robot move given the current environment?

Conclusion

By understanding the different forms of machine learning questions and different algorithms, the mining industry will be able to initiate a successful machine learning initiative. While having the right data will still be essential, an insight into how to ask the question and the implications may uncover a new way to think about how to leverage the available data.
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